KIP FULBECK : THE HAPA PROJECT

From the book and solo exhibit Part Asian, 100% Hapa, this portrait series examines
individuals who identity as “Hapa” (of partial Asian/Pacific Islander descent).
Artist Kip Fulbeck traveled the country photographing more than 1200 individuals
and asking them to respond to the question “What are you?” in their own
handwriting. Each individual is shot identically, from the collarbone up without any
external identifiers … no clothing, jewelry, glasses, excessive make-up or expression.
A very popular series for college campuses, it is often paired and displayed with an
on-campus project borrowing the same strategy (some schools have had over 500
students getting photographed and writing statements of identity). It is also a great
starting point into deeper discussions of identity, race, and the history of
miscegenation in this country.
Exhibitions & Press
Featured in solo shows at the Japanese American National Museum (Los Angeles),
Field Museum (Chicago), Space180 Gallery (San Francisco), A/P/A Institute (New
York), FedEx Global Education Center (Chapel Hill), and numerous college campuses
nationwide
Reviews in The Los Angeles Times, Orange County Register, Kyoto Journal, Nichi Bei
Times, The News Hour with Jim Lehrer, as well as CNN, MTV, the BBC, and Voice of
America
Available Series
30 Framed Color Prints at 16”w x 20”h including a framed project description placard
20 Framed Black & White Prints at 11”w x 14”h
Ships in one crate

KIP FULBECK : PERMANENCE : TATTOO PORTRAITS

From the book of the same name, this portrait series investigates the “Why?” behind
every tattoo. With over 45 million Americans now sporting ink, tattooing has
permeated our popular culture with television shows, movies, websites, blogs and
magazines all celebrating the phenomena.
But until now, no series has ever navigated the personal stories behind these marks.
What is it that makes a person permanently alter their body? To explore this, artist
Kip Fulbeck photographed hundreds of individuals – from CEO’s to Hells Angels,
university professors to porn stars – and asked them to handwrite their response to
the question, “Why?”
Including numerous celebrities (Margaret Cho, Kat Von D, Slash, Tera Patrick, etc.)
plus military veterans, Auschwitz survivors, and a World Trade Center 9/11
firefighter, this powerful and humbling show brings personal identity front and
center, inviting viewers to examine their own lives, stories, and physical canvases.
Exhibitions & Press
Featured in solo shows at GhettoGloss Gallery (Hollywood) and Invisible NYC Gallery
(New York), as well as numerous college campuses
Reviews in Inked, Juxtapoz, The San Diego Reader, Hustler Magazine, L.A. Weekly,
The San Diego Reader, Asiance Magazine, The Independent and Fuel TV.
Permanence: Tattoo Projects was named a 2008 Top Pick for Reluctant Young Adult
Readers by the American Library Association
Available Series
20 framed color prints at 24” x 24”, each with an accompanying 8”w x 10”h framed
handwritten statement
Ships in one crate

KIP FULBECK : MIXED : PORTRAITS OF MULTIRACIAL KIDS

Featured in the book Mixed: Portraits of Multiracial Kids, with a foreword by Dr. Maya
Soetoro-Ng (multicultural educator and sister of Barack Obama) and afterword by
Cher.
This charming portrait series features photographs of multiracial kids with their
handwritten responses to the question “Who are you?” Artist Kip Fulbeck
photographed over 500 kids 12-years-old and under, playfully inviting them to be
completely themselves rather than pose for the typical school or holiday card. The
result is a captivating collection of kids in their natural state of disarming honesty
and presence. Mixed Kids reminds us about who we are at our core, and is a great
starting point for deeper discussion of diversity and belonging.
Exhibitions & Press
Featured in a solo show at the Japanese American National Museum (Los Angeles),
with coverage from The TODAY Show, Here and Now with Robin Young, Talk of the
Nation, The Los Angeles Times and Schema Magazine.
Available Series
20 Framed Color Prints at 24”w x 24”h, each with an accompanying 8”w x 10”h
framed handwritten statement
Ships in one crate

